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iPhone display list: Size, resolution, ppi, brightness for every model
Apple’s iPhone ... the highest resolution display Apple had ever produced which the company dubbed “Retina Display”. The iPhone 4 was a barn-storming success, securing 600,000 pre-orders within 24 ...

Every iPhone Released To Date: A Complete List Of ALL iPhones In Order (UPDATED)
full 1080p HD resolution video recording; and Siri, an intelligent assistant that helps you get things done just by asking. With the launch of iPhone 4S also comes the launch of iOS 5, the world ...

Apple iPhone 4S
The new iPhone is rumored to feature LTE, a bigger display, and a design similar to the 4S. According to recent speculation, the smaller iPad will feature a 7.85-inch screen with the same resolution ...

Apple To Hold New iPhone Event On September 12
It is 20% lighter than the iPhone 4S ... With a resolution of 1136x640 pixels, iPhone 5 has a 16:9 aspect ratio and a 4-inch display. According to Schiller, this is a right size that should fit ...

iPhone 5: Our Complete Overview
Naturally, there is no shortage of rumors surrounding the next Apple iPhone, and given the handset's current lack of LTE connectivity, the iPhone 4S is certainly ... The extra screen real estate ...

Engadget's smartphone buyer's guide: summer 2012 edition
The touch display has a 10-point multitouch LED screen and a 1,920x1,080 ... The company's delayed iPhone 4/4S waterproof case will begin shipping on February 22. OtterBox is also showing off ...

Computer Accessories
Filters are displayed on the left side of the screen in landscape mode or ... Snapseed is compatible with iPhone 3GS, iPhone 4, iPhone 4S, iPod touch (3rd generation), iPod touch (4th generation ...

Nik Snapseed
The iPhone really started the touch screen craze, but it's not the only game in town. You might want a higher resolution camera, or a cheaper data plan than the iPhone offers. Or maybe you don't want ...

Best Touch Screen Phones
Apple iPhone demand could "surprise ... surveys suggest Apple users want larger screen sizes and carriers' 24-month enforced contracts roll off for 4s owners," Milunovich noted.

Why Apple Will Rock in the Second Half of 2014
With a trimmer profile, super-high-resolution display ... How does the screen of the new iPad compare to the display inside the iPhone 4 and 4S? Raymond Soneira, a leading display expert, breaks ...

Retina Display
Though dissimilarities in processor, speed, resolution and operating ... iPad will have this edge over iPhone. IPad’s display comes in two sizes: a 9.7-inch screen on a classic model and 7.9 ...

Things an iPad Can Do That an iPhone Can't
The iPhone 5 has an almost on-par HD resolution due to Apple's retina display ... software-wise more than hardware. Even the 4-inch screen upgrade seems irrelevant. My first 4-inch device was ...

I'll pass on the iPhone 5, but a discussion is in order
Compared to most small LCDs sold to makers, smartphone screens boast excellent color, brightness, and insanely high resolution ... a power bank with a MIPI screen using what appears to be the ...
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